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Introduction: 

 

The history of doctrine hardens over time as the Bible is studied.  

Eschatology is different because it is “events”… that were future 

when written 

But their “arrangement” is like a combination lock… 

 …they must be in order. 

 

The Church Age…the Rapture…Anti-Christ…the Tribulation… the 

Return…the Resurrection of the Old Testament faithful…the Judgment 

of the World…the Kingdom…a Revolt in the last of the kingdom…the 

Great White Throne Judgment…new heavens and earth… 

 

 

 

Three Major Views: each had its day; now all 3 exist together 

 

1. Pre-mil: 1
st
 and 2

nd
 century…what do they believe? 

Christ will return prior to (“pre”) a literal kingdom (“mil”) 

It requires: 

 A literal interpretation of prophecy 

 A future kingdom 

 A literal nation of Israel 

  and    A distinction between Israel and the Church 

  and    Pessimism 

  which is why it flourished early and late 

 

 

 

 

 

Church Age 

 

Tribulation 

 

Judgment 

 

Kingdom 

 

Eternity 

 

 

 

 

2. A-mil: After the 2
nd

 century through Middle Ages 

There is no (“a”) literal kingdom (“mil”) 

The Kingdom is symbolically interpreted now in the church 

 

 

 

Church Age 

 

Final time of evil 

 

Return and Judgment 

 

Eternity 

 

 

 

 Israel = the church 

 The Kingdom is now 

 Prophecy is allegorically interpreted 

 

 

3. Post-mil: The Return of Christ will be after (“post”) 

A kingdom that will historically be established by the church 

A kingdom that is, in a sense, literal but without Jesus. 

A Christian “utopia” 

 

 

 

Church Age 

 

A time of evil 

 

Return 

 

Judgment 

 

Eternity 

 

 

 

It was established first after the Reformation and then faded in the 20
th

 

century. 

 It is founded on optimism in the church to establish a kingdom 

 Israel = the church 

 

 

 

How did these views come about? 

1. Pre-mil: Christ is coming to Judge and rule 

You can imagine why… Persecution!! 

“Come Soon Lord Jesus” 

It was difficult to allegorize a kingdom… 

but one could have the blessed hope 
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2. A-mil: from about 150 A.D. the allegorical view spread 

Only in 160 A.D. do we see the church first called “Israel” 

Why did it not appear until 160? 

 It is not literal. 

 Nothing is overtly stated to make one allegorize. 

So how did it begin? 

1. Platonism and Neo-Platonism: spiritual reality was true 

reality. The physical was but a shadow  an allegory 

2. Augustine’s Platonic view of history: The City of God  

The Church became the invisible kingdom. 

3. Origen’s School of Interpretation: higher symbolic meaning. 

4. Historical Transition: the fall of Rome and the rise of the 

Church. A “kingdom” and time of “Peace” began to emerge. 

5. The Politicization of the Church: the Papal system and the 

Holy Roman Empire. 

6. The discrediting of the pre-mil view by Montanism. 

 

The Reformation early on was A-mil…eschatology wasn’t a concern. 

Until: 1. Studies of Hebrew began 

and Israel was seen differently. 

They would be included. They were distinct. 

2. Disappointment with the A-mil view as it was Catholic 

and Catholicism’s Christendom 

3. Optimism…Return…Reform…the future! a new age… 

“Was the Catholic Church anti-Christ prior to a new kingdom?!” 

4. Thomas Brightman who “broke the spell of A-mil” 

a Revelation of Revelation  

He attempted to make historical the book of Revelation. 

He saw the kingdom as a literal one that the church would 

bring in…still the spiritual Israel. 

 Catholicism was being put down. 

 Islam was being subdued. 

 The New World was opening. 

 The Word was spreading…not Catholicism. 

It reads current events into prophecy (Jonathan Edwards) 

But… The French revolution…Napoleon…slavery… 

Civil War; that still persisted racially, economically, politically 

Colonialism didn’t produce reform…Darwin… 

Liberalism and the Enlightenment… 

The WWI’s horror…Christian nations killing each other. 

 

The return to Pre-mil: late 19
th

 century to present 

 As the kingdom of the post-mils tarried, there arose a return to 

the looking for the blessed hope of the return. 

 The one who “re-arranged the numbers” was John Nelson Darby, 

an Anglican missionary to Ireland. 

Why did it arise?1. World War I and World War II 

  2. Israel’s return  

  3. Liberalism’s claiming of A-mil and Post-mil 

  4. Fundamentalism, Bible Conferences, and Bible Colleges 

  5. C.I. Scofield and the Scofield Reference Bible 

But in America, the Pre-mil view got bad press- “Enthusiasm”… 

 7
th

 Day Adventism 

 Jehovah’s Witnesses 

They were so future oriented that they appeared useless at present; 

 

Until the 1950s…George Ladd and C.H. Dodd (“now but not yet”) 

 Made Pre-mil more relevant… The “Evangelical” arose 

 Israel made it more feasible 

 The World Wars made it more hopeful “Pessimism” in man 

 DTS, L.S. Chafer, Walvoord, Pentecost, Hal Lindsey, the Ryrie 

Study Bible 

    As we are: 

 Calvinistic…Pre-mil         Literal in our interpretation 

 Non-Charismatic  Pessimistic on Man’s ability 

 Discipleship centered Church/Israel are distinct 

 Elder rule     history’s glory must end in the Kingdom 

and we are Pre-mil  God’s covenantal faithfulness 

 

Conclusion:   


